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Links with the PFRP Smart FAD project
FADIO: double objective

Development of new instruments to observe fish around FADs

Study of behavior of tuna and other species (dolphinfish, sharks, wahoos) around FADs
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Field activities:
Characterization of aggregations
Behavior of fish around FADs

- Fish tracking (attraction distances)
- Listening stations (residence times, temporal patterns)
- Echosounder and sonars (characterization of aggregations)
- Diving (visual census of associated species)
- Passive acoustics
- Oceanography
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FADIO 2:
30 yellowfin tuna
2 bigeye tuna
4 skipjack tuna

22 dolphinfish
2 silky sharks
7 wahoos
Tunas, dolphinfish, sharks, wahoos tagged under a FAD
FADIO drifting FADs

Dolphinfish tagged on one FAD, observed during 8 days
Vertical movements around a drifting FAD
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